
 

 

JOHNSON CONSERVATION COMMISSION via ZOOM 
MEETING MINUTES 

10 September 2020 at 6:30 PM  
 

Present: Lois Frey, Noel Dodge, Eric Nuse, Denise Ashman, Carrie Watson, 
Jared Jasinski, Dean Locke, Kelly Vandorn & Jacob Vandorn.  Regrets: Sue 
Lovering.  Absent: Jackie Stanton. 
 
Lois Frey called the meeting to order at 6:35 PM. There were no additions 
to the agenda. 
 
Lois reported that Carrie Watson set up the ZOOM meeting and will be the 
one to unmute anyone who is muted. Just give a wave. Also, Eric Nuse has 
to leave at 7 PM so if all agree we will start with the community values 
project. 
 
Community Values Project. Eric, Noel Dodge, Kim Dunkley and Lois 
joined Jens Hawkins-Hilke for a preview of the community values project, 
a virtual survey of community members preferences, which JCC will use 
for setting priorities (for instance spending Conservation Reserve Fund 
dollars.)  The survey is still a work in progress so there were several 
glitches which will be fixed before any official roll-out of the exercise. Eric 
reported that Jens has proposed two types of virtual meetings. One done in 
a large group with small groups working virtually to identify their 
preferences.  The second option is to offer a model where participants go 
on-line and complete the exercise individually. Having just one instruction 
time was recommended to be sure all participants were hearing the same 
instructions. Details still need to be fine-tuned. Eric recommended a dry-
run with selected folks.  Jens has a limited number of dates to schedule so 
selecting dates. When would JCC like to offer the exercise? The JCC role 
will be to get an audience to participate in the process. Jens and his 
colleagues will handle all the software activity. Is there a way to identify 
folks who could work on specific topics, Small groups is difficult for 
working on a map.  Large group you can explain it all to everyone than do 
the small groups or individuals.  Test run with diverse group. Best to not 
have all folks from the same group/organization on the small team.  
Baseline data for us so no rush. Our purpose is to establish priorities for the 



 

 

Conservation Reserve Fund.  Practice session in early January with main 
event in February.  Organizing work will be done during December. Eric to 
follow-up with Jens. Eric left at 7 PM.  
 
BUDGET 
No budget statement has been received for this present year to date.  
Lois sent a draft bid request for the Beard Recreation Trail to Brian Story on 
August 10th and September 8th to be sure it met bid regulations. No 
response has been received to date.   
 
BEARD’S RECREATION TRAIL 
Lois sent a draft bid request for the Beard Recreation Trail to Brian Story on 
August 10th and September 8th to be sure it met bid regulations. No 
response has been received to date.   
 
FUNDRAISING 
Dean has contacted several folks and has not heard back. He is focusing on    
the Lake Champlain silk screen and some of the Audubon prints. Dean will 
pick up the collection from Lois to photograph all at his studio. Dean also 
looked up setting up an art auction. There are do-it-yourself options for 
which Dean is gathering info.  It is a work in progress. He plans to get 
some of the pieces ready to show and will send information and pictures to 
all. 
 
KOISK 
Carrie found a used kiosk to repurpose.  It was determined to be suitable 
for JCC purposed and was moved to Dean’s driveway. Dean shared his 
assessment of what will be needed to re-build. JCC will end up with two 
kiosks by providing posts, some framing and roof shingles.         Noel will 
provide hemlock posts. Team will frame it out and haul it to the site. Team 
feels hauling it to workable. Dean has two JCC bulletin boards stored at his 
house. The kiosk is painted but JCC may want to spruce it up. Jared has 
primer that he recommends and can provide. A kiosk at Prindle property 
will be installed first, followed by another work date for the Gomo Town 
Forest. Approved next steps:  Authorized Dean to purchase one bundle of 

cedar shingles and a couple of 2 by 4s for the cross-members. Let Noel 
how much extension is needed for the hemlock posts, which he will 



 

 

provide. Prindle work date set for September 20th at 9 AM. Dean and Noel 
will work out transport plans. Will set up and paint later if needed.  Lois to 
send a reminder. 
 
GOMO TOWN FOREST BOUNDARY MARKING 
Denise did research to verify the property lines at the Gomo Town Forest. 
Denise shared two survey maps (1973 & 1977) to help establish the line in 
question. The 1977 shows a blazed boundary line established at that time.   
Do we need to establish the boundaries or continue with old markings? We 
are looking for old blazes or signs. Next step: Boundary bordered by state 
land should be well documented. JCC survey team could see old stuff for 
the two lines completed. Blazes from the 1977 survey may be difficult to 
find but the iron stakes should not be a big problem. Bob Frey can help.  
After leaf-off Dean, Noel and Denise will follow-up.  No date set.    
*Denise also found land ownership further back than the JCC information 
on file from Carley Coolidge’s research.  Francis Gomo purchased a part of 
the land on May 4, 1861. More information to follow when Lois writes up a 
brief for the information kiosk.   
*Also creating trails for Gomo is an agenda item for the future. 
 
McCUIN ISLAND 
No update from Noel.   
 
PROJECTS & PROGRAMS 
Dean asked if there are any thoughts about putting another railing on the 
Journey’s End bridge.  Dean thought it could be done easily and he will 
look into what is needed for supplies. He volunteered to put it together.  
*Dean adjusted the foot bridges and sees a way to improve the structures, 
which are along the trail near the kiosk. With safety first in mind Dean 
volunteered to update the three foot bridges. 
*Dean also commented on the large number of fairy house condos in the 
Fairy Forest.   
 
At 8 PM the meeting adjourned. Next meeting will be October 8, 2020. 
 
Meeting minutes recorded by Lois Frey  


